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Abstract 
 

The electricity consumption of Danish households in 2010 was 10.2 TWh [13], 
which is 31.8% of the overall national consumption. A part of the residential 
consumption is assumed to be flexible, therefore the demand can be controlled or 
shifted in time, for example because energy can be stored in thermal masses. 
Assessing the flexibility of household consumption is one of the most important topics 
in the Demand Side Management (DSM). 

Many researchers and engineers design and verify their ideas through simulation 
with verified models. The next step of the development of energy management 
strategy is a laboratory test. Smart house laboratories allow researchers and engineers 
to gather an experimental data, get an experience with unreliable hardware and real 
environmental conditions. An experiment in a smart house usually records a large 
amount of time series from many sensors and actuators. This amount of data allows 
detailed analysis of tested algorithm and can reveal assumptions and simplifications 
that were undetected in the simulation. Once the algorithm or a new technology is 
successfully tested in the smart house laboratory, the next step is to deploy it in 
demonstration sites or in real houses. 

PowerLab [18] is a set of state-of-the art experimental facilities for technology 
development, testing, training and demonstration of electric power and energy 
technology. PowerLab facilities are situated across Denmark and consist of high 
voltage and power labs, electric vehicles laboratory, demonstration site on the island 
of Bornholm, experimental distribution grid SYSLAB and Power FlexHouses facility 
for energy management in smart buildings. 
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PowerFlexHouse laboratory of Technical University of Denmark is part of 

SYSLAB experimental distribution grid laboratory. It consists of an office building 
and two family houses as shown in Figure 1 connected to the SYSLAB power grid. 
The buildings have been converted into smart, remotely controlled lab facilities. The 
technology that is subject of the research in the PowerFlexHouses includes HVAC, 
energy storage in thermal mass, lighting, control of appliances, modeling, HEMS and 
impact of a smart house on the power system. Research activities including 
PowerFlexHouses are as follows: 
1) Home Energy Management System (HEMS):  

a) model predictive control including electricity price and user preferences [6]; 
b) on-line scheduling of appliance operation matching a bid from a negotiation 

based  local energy market [10]; 
c) distributed load scheduling based on a negotiation between appliances [8]; 
d) distributed control of a house heating by modifying the behavior of individual 

heaters [12]. 
2) Mathematical modeling and identification: PowerFlexhouse [13], fridge [3,4,11], 

water boiler [5,7]. 
3) Information and Communications Technology:   

a) flexible home automation platform,  
b) ICT for testing home automation algorithms and controller deployment,  
c) service based RMI interface to smart house,  
d) OPC UA interface to smart house. 

4) Development of smart devices and appliances: fridge control with use of smart plug 
and additional sensors [8,4], smart freezer 

5) Smart grid experiments: hierarchical voltage control [9], house self-consumption of 
a local PV production [5,7],  aggregation of demand side flexibility [12,14], 
participation in commercial aggregator run by DONG Energy as part of PowerHub 
project [14]. 

6) Hardware in the loop: PowerFlexhouse physical behavior applied to a population of 
houses in simulation [2]. 

7) Demand Side Management projects using PowerFlexHouse as demonstration of test 
site: INCAP [15], iPower [16], PowerHub [17]. 

 
PowerFlexhouse laboratory at Technical University of Denmark is a platform for 
education, experiments, demonstration, commercial and scientific tests.  
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Figure 1: Three PowerFlexHouses in SYSLAB 
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